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Are We Speaking for 

God?

Job 42:1-9
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Introduction

• Job’s Three Friends

– Eliphaz’s speeches – chapters 4, 15, 22

–Bildad’s speeches – chapters 8, 18, 25

– Zophar’s speeches – chapters 11, 20

–God was not pleased.  (Job 42:7-9)

• There is great importance in speaking 
with certainty only that which God has 
spoken.
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When We Speak the Word of God

• We are to speak as “oracles of God.”

–God has given us all scriptures.                          
2 Tim 3:16-17

–We have all things which pertain to life and 
godliness.   2 Pet 1:3

–Responsibility to teach God’s word.            
Heb 5:12-14
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When We Speak the Word of God

• We are to speak that which has been 
written.

– Follow Jesus’ example.  Matt 4:4, 7, 10

–We are to give an answer.  1 Pet 3:15

–When we give an answer for our hope, we 
should be able to say, “It is written . . .”          
or “God’s word says . . .”.
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When We Add to God’s Word

• The Dangers.

– Stand condemned.  Gal 1:6-9

– Lead someone away.  cf. Mark 9:42

–Cause strife and division.  1 Tim 4:7;               
2 Tim 2:23-26; Titus 3:9-11
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When We Add to God’s Word

• What are some of the causes?

–Arrogance, pride

• We do not like to be wrong.

• We do not want others to see us as weak or 
appearing ignorant.
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When We Add to God’s Word

• What are some of the causes?

– Selfishness

• We want others to agree with us.  

• We are unwilling to change no matter what 
the facts say.
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When We Add to God’s Word

• What are some of the causes?

– Influences

• Commentaries, study Bibles, etc.

• Family members.

• Friends.

• Religious leaders.  2 Thess 2:1-4, 9-12;                 
1 Tim 4:1-3

• Religious councils and                               
boards.
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Conclusion

• Let us test . . .

–what we teach.  1 John 4:1

–what is taught.  1 John 4:1

• Be a part of Bible conversations. 

–Add from God’s word.  

–Accept that your own opinions, thoughts, 
commentaries, etc. are subject to scrutiny, 
correction and disagreements. 
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